
ATTACHING METHOD 

S M L

It corresponds to a high specific gravity 

sinker such as space metal and heavy 

tungusten sinker. 

Affinity is distinguished with slippery 

fluorocarbon line and PE line.

Sharp tip shape

It can stop dead 

by this long body.

bargain with 

12 a pack!

We carefully chose 

pure rubber 

for this product. 

It can unit almost bullet sinkers.

First, let the line go through the ring of wire 

sticking out of the stopper.

Drag one of the stoppers from the wire to the line. Holding the 

stopper with fingers, pull the wire backward to let the line go 

through the stopper’s hole.

With a long-enough line pulled out of the stopper hole, put the sinker 

on the line, then, tie a hook. Push down the sinker close to the hook 

and push down the stopper against the sinker to secure it.
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Type /a pack

18

18

18

Price(Tax-excluded)

550 yen

550 yen

550 yen

S

M

L

Type /a pack

12

12

12

A WEIGHT ADJUSTABLE

1/32 ～ 3/16oz

1/8 ～ 3/8oz

1/4 ～ 1.5oz

A WEIGHT ADJUSTABLE

1/32 ～ 3/16oz

1/8 ～ 3/8oz

1/4 ～ 1.5oz

Price(Tax-excluded)

380 yen

380 yen

380 yen

Sinkers Not Allowed to Slip! 

The Ultimate Stopper in the Tungsten Era!

The new-generation sinker stopper was developed to secure tungsten bullet sinkers in place. We carefully chose pure rubber for this 

product. Compared to regular painted stoppers, the holding ability is hands-down. It works fantastically with Fluolo line. While shooting 

at cover or doing Texas on rocks, you don’ t need to worry about a sliding sinker any more, but can concentrate on attacking and on 

bites. Slipping sinkers are not allowed any more!

THE STOPPER ”KIWAMI” 

■Recommended Line

S・・・6～12lb

Ｍ・・・12～16lb

 L・・・16～25lb

Available even if you cut it. 

Normal

F version

※Only F version is Feco product.
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